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	The goal of this book is to establish the foundation, principles, theory, and concepts that are the backbone of real, autonomous Artificial Intelligence. Presented here are some basic human intelligence concepts framed for Artificial Intelligence systems. These include concepts like Metacognition and Metamemory, along with architectural constructs for Artificial Intelligence versions of human brain functions like the prefrontal cortex. Also presented are possible hardware and software architectures that lend themselves to learning, reasoning, and self-evolution
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Computational Geometry and Computer Graphics in C++Prentice Hall, 1995

	Our principal objective in this book is to describe some basic problems that arise in computer graphics and computational geometry and to present some practical and relatively simple methods for solving them. In these pages we will not attempt a comprehensive survey of these fields. Rather, we will cover a number of core problems and...
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Linux Shell Scripting Cookbook, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Don't neglect the shell - this book will empower you to use simple commands to perform complex tasks. Whether you're a casual or advanced Linux user, the cookbook approach makes it all so brilliantly accessible and, above all, useful.


	Overview

	
		Master the art of crafting one-liner command sequence...
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Botnets: The Killer Web AppSyngress Publishing, 2007
This is the first book to explain the newest internet threat - Botnets, zombie armies, bot herders, what is being done, and what you can do to protect your enterprise!    

       The book begins with real world cases of botnet attacks to underscore the need for action. Next the book will explain botnet fundamentals using real world...
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Seeing the Big Picture: Business Acumen to Build Your Credibility, Career, and CompanyGreenleaf Book, 2012

	An MBA in 180 pages, Seeing the Big Picture simplifies the complexities of businesses large and small and shows you how a deep understanding of your company can help build the credibility and career you want. And it can make your work more fulfilling and purpose-driven by highlighting how you influence the success of your team,...
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Aspects of Soft Computing, Intelligent Robotics and Control (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	Soft computing, as a collection of techniques exploiting approximation and tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty in traditionally intractable problems, has become very effective and popular especially because of the synergy derived from its components. The integration of constituent technologies provides complementary methods that allow...
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Learn HTML and CSS with w3SchoolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Welcome to Learn HTML and CSS with w3schools. This book is for Web users learning
	to create their own Web pages using HTML, the standard tagging language for
	the World Wide Web.


	w3schools (www.w3schools.com) is one of the top Web destinations to learn HMTL and
	many other key Web languages. w3schools’ tutorials are...
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